Prepositional Phrases

A prepositional phrase usually begins with a preposition and ends with a noun.

The woman walked **across the field**.

Find and then circle the prepositional phrase in each sentence.

1. Janet hid under the blankets as she heard the clap of thunder.

2. The class walked quietly into the hall.

3. Dianna wanted to see what was behind the curtain.

4. Mr Jackson looked through the pile of papers to see what was missing.

5. “Please take your feet off the seat,” said the security guard.

6. Kate walked down the street, whistling.

7. Dad fixed a safety gate at the top of the stairs.

8. A spotlight shone towards the sky.

9. The bus driver stopped by the museum.

10. During the test, the class was silent.

These sentence each have two prepositional phrases.

11. The vet was in the shopping centre and now it is behind the bank.

12. A baby possum held onto its mother’s back when she climbed up the tree.
Prepositional Phrases Answers

A prepositional phrase usually begins with a **preposition** and ends with a **noun**.

The woman walked **across the field**.

Find and then circle the prepositional phrase in each sentence.

1. Janet hid **under the blankets** as she heard the clap of thunder.

2. The class walked quietly **into the hall**.

3. Dianna wanted to see what was **behind the curtain**.

4. Mr Jackson looked **through the pile of papers** to see what was missing.

5. “Please take your feet off the seat,” said the security guard.

6. Kate walked **down the street**, whistling.

7. Dad fixed a safety gate **at the top of the stairs**.

8. A spotlight shone **towards the sky**.

9. The bus driver stopped **by the museum**.

10. **During the test**, the class was silent.

These sentence each have two prepositional phrases.

11. The vet was **in the shopping centre** and now it is **behind the bank**.

12. A baby possum held **onto its mother’s back** when she climbed **up the tree**.
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